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Compiled for the first time, here are all of Newbery Award– winning author Richard Peck’s
previously published short stories and two brand-new ones. From comedy to tragedy to
historical to contemporary; from "Priscilla and the Wimps," Peck’s first short story, to "Shotgun
Cheatham’s Last Night Above Ground," which inspired both A Long Way from Chicago and A
Year Down Yonder, to "The Electric Summer," Peck’s jumping-off point for Fair Weather, readers
will thrill at Peck’s engaging short fiction. Complete with the author’s own notes on the stories as
well as tips and hints for aspiring writers and two new stories, this vibrant and varied collection
offers something for everyone.



Fair Weather, Amanda/Miranda, A Season of Gifts, The Playbook: 52 Rules to Aim, Shoot, and
Score in This Game Called Life, The Teacher's Funeral, A Long Way From Chicago: A Novel in
Stories (Puffin Modern Classics), A Year Down Yonder, The River Between Us, On The Wings of
Heroes, Secrets at Sea, Seedfolks, The Mouse with the Question Mark Tail, Facts Of Life: Stories



Polly, “Fun to read... . I’m really enjoying these books. Someone told me they liked one, after
reading it I’ve had to read them all ,”

s e getzschman, “Richard Peck is a national treasure, a writer's writer .... Richard Peck is a
national treasure, a writer's writer who can write for anyone who loves to read, about virtually
anything, and his incisive wit informs all he sees and imbues his writing with a crackle that never
fails to entertain.”

LT, “Estudiar. Is ok”

judith goodman, “Five Stars. Book in great shape!”

Echo Lewis, “Thank you, Ricard Peck!. "Past Perfect, Present Tense" is a great learning tool for
anyone interested in writing.  It's both informative and entertaining--great stories.”

NebraskaIcebergs, “Worthy Addition for Peck Fans. Past, Perfect, Present Tense is a unique
collection by Richard Peck. Not only does it contain a baker’s dozen worth of masterful stories by
the Newbery-winning author, but it also contains author notes about those stories and tips for
aspiring writers. An engaging read at just under 200 pages, this collection is a worthy addition to
the shelves of any Peck fan.First, let’s talk about the thirteen stories. They comprise four
sections: The First, The Past, The Supernatural, and The Present. One story, Peck’s first short,
stands alone. Each subsequent section contains four stories each. Of the stories set in the past,
I can’t pick a favorite. “Electric Summer” is a poignant tale about a farm kid who finds her
twentieth-century futures at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. To my shame,
“The Special Powers of Blossom Culp” is my introduction to one of Peck’s most infamous
characters. How could I have missed this character when compiling my round-up of misfits or so-
called bad kids? Then there’s “By Far The Worst Pupil at Long Point School,” which draws on
Peck’s family history and includes a surprise twist. Of the stories set in the present, being a fan
of animal stories, I enjoyed reading what is apparently Peck’s only cat story. But it’s not my
favorite. Instead I’m torn between “I Go Along” and “The Three-Century Women”. Each of these
stories not only offers raises questions but also take the main characters a step beyond their
routine life and thereby provide quite a satisfying end. As for the four supernatural stories in the
middle, I’ll leave you to discover your own favorite. JNext, let’s talk about the author notes. Peck
says that the first proves that a writer can’t have a master plan for his career. Prior to “Priscilla
and the Wimps” Peck was strictly a novelist but this short, as Peck also explained in his memoir,
opened up a door to other opportunities. The four stories set in the past had the most fascinating
origins, three of them being as a result of call to submit to an anthology. Moreover, these three
also each led to Peck writing a full-length novel. The story “Shotgun Cheatham’s Last Night



Above Ground,” which inspired the Newbery honor A Long Way from Chicago, actually began as
a short story submission to a collection of a series of gun stories. The four stories based on the
supernatural Peck doesn’t talk much about, because he didn’t want to give away the endings,
but he does reveal that his dabbling in the genre arose in response to pleas from junior high
students for horror. Both from his memoir and this collection, I learned that the Disney movie,
Child of Glass, is based on a Peck novel. I sense a movie rental ahead! What stands out most
about Peck’s comments regarding his four realistic stories is his observation that one never
knows when a writer might be “right beside you, hunting and gathering for a future story”. To flip
that around, aspiring writers also might never know when something they see happen will make
a good story. ;-)Finally, let’s talk about Peck’s tips for inspiring writers. His introduction lists and
explains four questions that all fiction should ask the reader. The most well-known question Peck
poses is: “What if?” For my writing students, I often change this to: “Why?” What gave me most
pause in this section was Peck’s assertion that, “A short story is never an answer; always a
question.” His conclusion provides five helpful hints. The most established hint Peck provides is:
“Nobody But A Reader Ever Become a Writer.” Sometimes I also hear the added advice to
analyze books too. As a reviewer, I’ve learned far more about how “a story shapes, speaks up,
and sums up” through my posts than I did my simply reading books.What stood out most to me
in this section was Peck’s revelation that he takes six drafts to perfect his writings.Although I
discovered Peck as a young adult through his poems and novels, my latest encounter with him
has evolved as much around his fiction as his advice. I’m enjoying the experience”

KidsReads, “Irresistable. A grandmother plays a practical joke while sitting with the dead. A farm
girl tastes her future at the 1904 World's Fair. A "purr-fect" mastermind bests bullies. Ghosts tell
us their secrets. People are frequently (and shockingly) not who you believe them to be.Richard
Peck is well known for his novels, including "A Long Way from Chicago" and "A Year Down
Yonder" (which won the 1999 Newbery Honor and 2001 Newbery Medal, respectively). Now he
treats us to a collection of all of his short stories, divided into categories:The First: the first short
story Peck wroteThe Past: historical fictionThe Supernatural: spirits among usThe Present:
stories about todaySome of Peck's tales are gut-bustingly funny; others are poignant or dark.
The characters ring true while the plots twist startlingly. Please don't ask me to pick a favorite
from these thirteen engrossing, varied gems! No, really. Oh, OKAY. "The Kiss in the Carry-on
Bag" is the standout piece for me because of the truly delightful startle it gave me. But truly, I
loved all the stories --- there's not one dud in the bunch.The tales are linked with fascinating
notes of how they came to be written: Peck wrote his first short story because a magazine editor
bribed him with three hundred dollars! He had thirty-six hours to write a thousand-word piece
with a shocking ending. That story, "Priscilla and the Wimps," has been published in many
places and opened the door for his further short fiction (speaking personally, I'd like to send that
editor a thank-you note).Within the introduction and two pieces at the end of the book, the
author gives his readers a unique gift. He invites us to write a story of our own --- and gives us



the information to do so. I, for one, find that challenge irresistible! While writing these "how-to"
pieces, Peck is true to form. Not only are they enjoyable and inspiring to read, but he actually
jolted me into tears not far into his "How to Write a Short Story."As a book reviewer with finite
bookshelves, I strive to pass on most of the books I review, no matter how enjoyable. I've already
found room, though, for the wonderful PAST PERFECT, PRESENT TENSE, which I plan to
reread frequently.  --- Reviewed by Terry Miller Shannon (terryms2001@yahoo.com)”

M. Heiss, “I get why my kids like Richard Peck. This is a good collection of short stories, with
author introductions that synopsize and integrate the stories.I get why my kids like the stories;
the stories are good. But... they don't do much for me as a grown up. It's just not that interesting
to me, so why would I spend time reading them to the kids? I have much more fun with Poe, or
anthologies like 
  
Classic Myths to Read Aloud: The Great Stories of Greek and Roman Mythology, Specially
Arranged for Children Five and Up by an Educational Expert

  
  
, or even poetry.So the book is OK, but it doesn't blow my doors off. There's nothing at all
wrong with the stories. One deals with suicide (in a "don't do it because you'll have to haunt the
place of your death for 80 years" sort of way) and another deals (possibly) with choosing death
beside a hunky love interest instead of mundane life as a babysitting big sister.I give the book an
extra star for the way the kids in the stories could be any race at all (except for the royalty story,
where the boy is definitely blond-haired). This makes it good for mixed-race families, minority
families, and foster families.”

The book by Richard Peck has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 25 people have provided feedback.
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